The interaction of 6 He with 209 Bi has been studied over a range of energies well below the nominal Coulomb barrier. A 4 He group of remarkable intensity, first observed in a previous experiment at near-barrier energies, continues to dominate the reaction in the sub-barrier regime. A total cross section of nearly 200 mb was measured for this group at 5 MeV below the barrier. This very large value is shown to be consistent with the total reaction cross section deduced from a simultaneouslymeasured elastic scattering angular distribution.
The interaction of 6 He with 209 Bi has been studied over a range of energies well below the nominal Coulomb barrier. A 4 He group of remarkable intensity, first observed in a previous experiment at near-barrier energies, continues to dominate the reaction in the sub-barrier regime. A total cross section of nearly 200 mb was measured for this group at 5 MeV below the barrier. This very large value is shown to be consistent with the total reaction cross section deduced from a simultaneouslymeasured elastic scattering angular distribution. In a recent Letter [1] , we reported the discovery of an exceptionally strong 4 He group resulting from transfer and/or breakup modes in the interaction of the exotic "Borromean" [2] nucleus 6 He with a 209 Bi target. The integrated cross section of this group far exceeds the total fusion yield [3] in the region of the barrier. The sum of the fusion plus "breakup/transfer" yield saturates the total reaction cross section predicted from an analysis of simultaneously-measured elastic scattering angular distributions. In view of the large magnitude of the 4 He yield near the barrier, we have extended the measurement to energies that are well below the nominal barrier. In the present work, we report an excitation function for "breakup/transfer" down to a center-of-momentum (cm) energy of 14.3 MeV, which is approximately 5 MeV below the nominal Coulomb barrier of the 6 He + 209 Bi system. The results confirm the highly-anomalous nature of this process.
The experimental method has been discussed in Ref. [1] . The 6 He beam was produced by the TwinSol radioactive nuclear beam (RNB) facility at the University of Notre Dame [4] . Two large superconducting solenoids act as thick lenses to collect and focus the secondary beam of interest onto a spot that is typically 5 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). The primary beam was 7 Li at an energy of 27.5 MeV, incident on a gas target with a 2 µm Havar entrance window. The cell was 2.5 cm long and contained He gas at a pressure of 1 atm to cool the exit window, a 12 µm foil of 9 Be in which 6 He is produced via the 9 Be( 7 Li, 6 He) proton transfer reaction. Primary beam currents of up to 300 particle . nA (pnA) were available, resulting in a maximum 6 He rate of 10 5 s −1 . The secondary beam flux was calibrated by inserting a Si ∆E-E telescope at the secondary target po- 4 He yield with the fusion cross section reported in Ref. [3] . See text for a discussion of the curves.
the occurrence of the secondary reaction and the RF timing pulse from a beam buncher. The time resolution of better than 3 ns (FWHM) was adequate to separate 6 He from all contaminants, except for 3 H which has the same mass-to-charge ratio and therefore the same velocity as 6 He. However, it was shown in Ref. [1] that the 3 H contaminant does not produce events in the energy region of interest for this experiment. The initial laboratory energy of the 6 He beam was 19.4 MeV. This was reduced to lower values via energy loss in various combinations of 30 µm polypropylene and and 51 µm Mylar foils. In all cases, the energy resolution of the beam was approximately 1.5 MeV FWHM.
The reaction events were detected with five Si ∆E-E telescopes placed at various angles on either side of the beam. Each telescope had a circular collimator that subtended a solid angle of 13 msr, corresponding to an effective angular resolution of 6 o (FWHM), computed by folding in the acceptance of the collimator with the spot size and angular divergence of the beam. As in the previous work [1] , we observed a strong, isolated group of 4 He ions at a mean Q-value of about -2.5 MeV. The angular distributions obtained for this group (see Fig. 1 for an example) are broad, approximately Gaussian in form, and agree quite well with those reported in Ref. [1] , where overlapping data exist. They are also similar in shape to those recently measured for 6 Li+ 208 Pb near the barrier [5] . The total reaction cross sections, obtained by summing the angle-integrated 4 He yield with the fusion cross section deduced from the data reported in Ref. [3] , are shown in Fig. 2 . The highest-energy point comes from the previous experiment; apart from this one, and the point at 18.6 MeV, fusion makes a negligible contribution to the total reaction cross section. For example, the fusion cross section at 17.3 MeV (obtained from an ex- [1]. The solid curves were generated using a phenomenological optical-model potential with an energy-dependent imaginary diffuseness parameter. The dashed curves are calculations due to Mohr [9] .
trapolation of the data shown in Ref. [1] ) is only 6% of the total cross section at this energy; the fractional contribution at lower energies is even smaller. Remarkably, the "transfer/breakup" yield is still nearly 200 mb at a cm energy of 14.3 MeV, which is about 5 MeV below the nominal barrier. In contrast, the 6 Li+ 208 Pb cross section is already below 10 mb at a similar energy relative to the barrier [6] .
Simultaneously-measured elastic scattering angular distributions confirm the remarkable behavior of the total reaction cross section discussed above. These distributions are shown in Fig. 3 . The 21.4-MeV angular distribution is taken from Ref. [1] , and the 18.6-MeV point from this reference was repeated, as noted above. The solid curves in this figure are the result of optical-model fits to the data. The parameters of these fits are discussed in more detail below. The total reaction cross section predicted by the optical model is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 2 . Thus, the same parameters that fit the elastic data also generate a reaction cross section in agreement with experiment. This is an important confirmation of the very large reaction cross sections that
The optical-model parameters that have been used are purely phenomenological. It was found to be necessary and sufficient to vary only one parameter: the imaginary diffuseness. Equivalent fits can be generated by varying the imaginary radius parameter instead, but not the imaginary well depth unless an exceptionally strong variation in this parameter (far stronger than the variation reported by Signorini, et al. [7] in their study of 9 Be+ 209 Bi elastic scattering) is deemed to be acceptable. The well-depth, radius, and diffuseness parameters of the real Woods-Saxon potential were 150 MeV, 7.95 fm, and 0.68 fm, respectively. The depth and radius of the volume Woods-Saxon imaginary potential were 25 MeV and 9.38 fm, respectively. Finally, the imaginary diffuseness was given by:
The predicted angular distributions are not very sensitive to the parameters of the real potential, consistent with the observation that the 6 He+ 209 Bi system is dominated by absorption from the elastic channel. Mohr [8] has used a folding model based on systematics of α-nucleus potentials and found excellent agreement with the data of Ref. [1] . Fits to the present elastic-scattering data generated in this model [9] are shown as the dashed curves in Fig. 3 . The depth of the imaginary potential, taken to be of Woods-Saxon form, was computed from the Brown-Rho formula [10] for the volume integral of the potential, with J 0 = 127 MeV fm 3 and ∆ = 12.7 MeV. The radius parameter was given by:
All other parameters were the same as those given in Ref. [9] . In this approach, the anomalous behavior of the total reaction cross section is encapsulated in the very large imaginary radius parameter, rather than in the diffuseness parameter as above. It can be seen that the predictions of this model agree very well with those generated using an energy-dependent imaginary diffuseness parameter. Another approach to parameterizing the energy dependence of the total reaction cross section is the model of Wong [11] , in which the complex, energy-dependent optical model potential is replaced by an inverted harmonic oscillator potential. The reaction cross section is then computed from the barrier penetration probability, leading to the formula:
Here, V b is the barrier height,hω is the oscillator parameter which determines the diffuseness of the potential, and R is the radius of the system at the barrier. The data in Fig. 2 can be fit with V b =14.5 MeV,hω=8.0 MeV, and R=10.75 fm, leading to an excitation function (dashed curve) which is almost indistinguishable from the optical-model fit using an energy-dependent imaginary diffuseness parameter, except at the lowest energy where it in fact yields a slightly better fit to the experiment. The barrier height is about 5 MeV less than the nominal Coulomb barrier for the 6 He+ 209 Bi system, and the effective potential is also rather diffuse since it has an oscillator parameter that is about twice the typical value. However, the radius parameter is close to its expected value [12] .
It is rather remarkable that the simple Wong model does such an excellent job of reproducing the observed energy dependence of the total reaction cross section. As discussed above, the optical model with complex WoodsSaxon potentials requires a strong energy dependence in the geometry of the imaginary well to give similar-quality fits to the data. This implies that the effective potential is not very well described by a Woods-Saxon form, which is perhaps not surprising. However, there appears to be no obvious explanation for the fact that barrier penetration through a real, quadratic, energy-independent potential describes the data as well as it does. It is also interesting to note that the 5 MeV reduction in the nominal barrier agrees very well with that needed to explain the fusion cross section [3] . This can be understood in the context of coupling between the breakup and fusion cross sections, as discussed in Refs. [13, 14] . Another point concerns the relationship between the diffuse absorptive potential required to explain the experimental total reaction cross section and the so-called "threshold anomaly" in elastic scattering [15] . This anomaly manifests itself as a rapid energy dependence of the real nuclear potential near the barrier. Dispersion relations [15] predict an attractive "polarization" potential resulting from the normal, rapid reduction in absorption below the barrier. In the present situation, the absorption does not decrease rapidly below the barrier, and one therefore expects no anomaly. Absence of the anomaly for weakly-bound systems has been discussed by Mahaux, Ngô, and Satchler [16] , and appears to occur for the 6 Li+ 208 Pb system [17] , as well as for 6 Li+ 28 Si [18] . In the present case, we can fit the elastic data with an energy-independent real potential, as expected in the absence of the anomaly. However, the absorption is so strong and of such long range that the sensitivity of the data to the real potential is not very great, which might obscure any sign of energy dependence even if it were present.
In summary, we have measured an excitation function for transfer/breakup in the 6 He + 209 Bi system below the Coulomb barrier. This process was shown in a recent experiment [1] to be exceptionally strong, accounting for over 80barrier. The corresponding α-particle yield is a factor of four greater than that observed [5] for 6 Li + 208 Pb at the barrier. In the present work, we show that transfer/breakup saturates essentially all the subbarrier reaction cross section. The yield remains remarkably large, amounting to nearly 200 mb at 5 MeV below the barrier, which is a factor of 20 greater than that for 6 Li+ 208 Pb at a similar energy relative to the barrier [6] . Extrapolation of the trend observed for 6 He + 209 Bi suggests that the α-particle emission cross section will be in the range from 1-10 mb at a cm energy of 10 MeV, i.e., one-half the nominal barrier height.
Simultaneously-measured elastic scattering angular distributions have been analyzed in the context of the optical model. The total reaction cross sections deduced from these data agree very well with the sum of the transfer/breakup and fusion yields. Energy-dependent absorptive potentials are required in order to reproduce the measured angular distributions. In particular, it was found that the geometry of the Woods-Saxon imaginary potential well varies as a function of energy, becoming more diffuse and extended at lower energies. An alternative approach, involving an increasing radius for the imaginary well at lower energies [9] , appears to give equivalent results. The total reaction cross section near to and below the barrier can also be reproduced by a very simple barrier-penetration model due to Wong [11] . Although there are three adjustable parameters in this model, the entire excitation function is reproduced with a single choice of values. One of these parameters, the effective height of the barrier, is 5 MeV less than the nominal Coulomb barrier for 6 He + 209 Bi. This shift is completely consistent with that deduced from a previous measurement of the fusion cross section [3] . Another parameter, which measures the diffuseness of the effective potential, is very large compared with its typical value for normal nuclear systems. The third parameter, the interaction radius, is quite normal however.
The observed anomalous behavior of the fusion and breakup/transfer yields below the barrier is presumably related to the very weak binding of 6 He, which may in turn lead to a large spatial extent for the radial wave function of the last two neutrons and an enhanced breakup cross section due to the fragile nature of the system. However, all of the analysis to date has been purely phenomenological. It would be very interesting to compare our data with detailed reaction calculations based on realistic models of 6 He. Unfortunately, complete calculations of this kind are presently unavailable, though a qualitative study of the 11 Be + 208 Pb system [19] has recently appeared.
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